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Abstract

Locality preserving projection (LPP) aims at finding an embedded subspace that preserves the local
structure of data. Though LPP can provide intrinsic compact representation for image data, it has
limitations on image recognition. In this paper, an improved algorithm called kernel scatter-difference
based discriminant locality preserving projection (KSDLPP) is proposed. KSDLPP uses kernel trick
method to map the input data into an implicit feature space where a scatter-difference discriminant rule
based LPP is employed to seek a low-dimensional manifold subspace. Not only does KSDLPP describe
complex nonlinear structure of the images, but it also avoids the singularity problem of high-dimensional
data matrix and offers better classification capability. Experiment results on public face and palmprint
databases also demonstrate the effective recognition performance of the KSDLPP algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Subspace analysis has been widely applied to image recognition such as face and palmprint recog-
nition. It discovers meaningful low-dimensional subspace which can provide compact representa-
tion of the high-dimensional input data. Among subspace analysis methods [1, 2, 3, 4], principle
component analysis (PCA) [1, 2] and linear discrininant analysis (LDA) [3] are the two most fun-
damental approaches. However, PCA and LDA seek subspaces that preserve the global Euclidean
structure of input data, and they fail to maintain intrinsic nonlinear structure of data.

Recently, some manifold learning methods, including locality linear embedding (LLE) [5],
ISOMAP [6] and Laplacian Eigenmap [7], have been proposed to discover the nonlinear structure
of the data. These manifold learning methods are appropriate for presentation of nonlinear data
but unsuitable for new samples. In order to overcome this drawback, He et al. proposed a new
manifold learning technique called locality preserving projection (LPP) [3, 8, 9].
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However, LPP is essentially a linear method and may be less efficient when severe non-linearity
is involved in images. Furthermore, LPP contains little discrimination information which is
important for image recognition. Some improved LPP methods were employed to overcome
above two problems, such as KLPP [10], KSLPP [11] and DLPP [12] et al. Though these LPP-
based methods perform reliable recognition capability, most of them confront with the singularity
problem of the high-dimensional matrix. Before they are utilized to seek the manifold subspace
for image recognition, a PCA or nonlinear PCA (KPCA) is needed as a preprocessing step to
reduce the dimension of input data. Unfortunately, this preprocessing step could result in the
loss of some important information for the following LPP-based algorithm. Moreover, the best
preprocessing dimension for the top recognition performance is difficult to decide, which generally
is determined through experiment evaluations.

In this paper, an improved LPP approach called kernel scatter-difference based discriminant
locality preserving projection (KSDLPP) is proposed. KSDLPP implicitly maps the input data
into a much higher dimensional feature space F through a nonlinear mapping determined by
kernel trick method [13]. Then a scatter-difference discriminant rule based LPP is employed to
seek a low-dimensional manifold subspace in space F . The proposed KSDLPP algoritm not only
can extract the nonlinear discriminant features of image data but also overcomes the singularity
problem.

2 Outline of the LPP algorithm

LPP is a linear approximate of Laplacian Eigenmap. Given input data Xi = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
in Rd , LPP seeks a linear transformation A to project X into a low-dimensional subspace Y in
which the local structure of X is preserved. This transformation A can be obtained by minimizing
the following objective function

min
∑
ij

(yi − yj)
2wij (1)

where yi = AT xiis the low-dimensional projection of xi. Weight coefficient wij is defined by the
following equation

wij =

{
exp (−‖xi − xj‖2/t) xi is among the k nearest neighbors of xj

0 otherwise
(2)

Parameter t is a suitable constant. The weight matrix can also be simply set as wij = 1 if xi and
xj are the k-nearest neighbors, otherwise, wij is set to be wij = 0. The weight coefficient matrix
W then can be constructed through the k-nearest neighbor graph. The detail of W can refer to
literatures [8, 9]. This minimization problem is then converted to solving a generalized eigenvalue
problem as follows

XLXT A = λXDXT A (3)

In Eq.(3), Dii =
∑

i wij is a diagonal matrix and L = D − W is the Laplacian matrix. The
transform vector ai that minimizes the objective function is given by the minimum eigenvalue
solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem.
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3 Kernel scatter-difference based discriminant locality

preserving projection

In this section, a kernel scatter-difference based discriminant locality preserving projection (KS-
DLPP) algorithm is presented. In KSDLPP, input data is firstly mapped into a nonlinear feature
space F using a kernel trick method. Then a scatter-difference discriminant rule based LPP is
applied to detect a manifold subspace in the feature space F . KSDLPP aims at seeking a non-
linear discriminant subspace by maximizing the difference of the between-class scatter and the
within-class scatter. The scatter-difference discriminant rule, which is consistent with maximizing
the between-class scatter along with minimizing the within-class distance scatter, overcomes the
singularity problem of the within-class scatter matrix.

Given input data Xi = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} in Rd , we use a possibly nonlinear function φ to map
the data into a feature space F . That is phi : Rd → F , xi → φxi

. Note that F space could have
an arbitrarily large, possibly infinite dimension. We define the objective function of the proposed
KSDLPP algorithm as follows

J = argmax(
C∑

i,j=1

(mφ
i −mφ

j )
2
w′

ij − k
N∑

i,j=1

(yφ
i − yφ

j )
2
wij) = argmax(Sφ

B − kSφ
W ) (4)

where Sφ
B and Sφ

W are the between-class scatter and within-class scatter of the KSDLPP subspace
data. Parameter k is a non-negative constant to balance the contribution of Sφ

B and Sφ
W . When

k = 0, the between-class scatter plays a key role, otherwise, the KSDLPP subspace is mainly
decided by the within-class scatter while k → ∞. In the KSDLPP subspace, projection data
from the same class should be ’close’ with each other while data from different classes should be
’far’ from each other.

For the within-class scatter Sφ
W , yφ

i = P T
φ φ(xi) is the projection of φ(xi) onto transformation

matrix Pφ. wij is the within-class weight coefficient of data xi and data xj that are from the same
class. wij is computed by the following equation

wij =

{
exp (−‖φ(xi)− φ(xj)‖2/t) xi and xj are from the same class
0 otherwise

(5)

The purpose of definition wij is to make data from the same class is ’close’ to each other after
projecting to subspace. For the definition nonlinear function φ is difficult to specify, a kernel
trick method is applied to determine the value of wij. According to kernel trick method, the dot
produce of two vectors in feature space F can be calculated by a kernel function k(x, y) = φ(x)φ(y)
without knowing the nonlinear mapping φ explicitly [13].

The within-class scatter Sφ
W is then reduced into

Sφ
W =

N∑
i,j=1

(P T
φ φ(xi)− P T

φ φ(xj))
2wij

= 2P T
φ (

N∑
i=1

φ(xi)Diiφ(xi)
T −

N∑
i,j=1

φ(xi)wijφ(xj)
T )Pφ

= 2P T
φ φ(X)Lφ(X)T Pφ (6)
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where φ(X) = {φ(x1), φ(x2), . . . , φ(xn)}. D is a diagonal matrix and L = D −W is the within-
class matrix. Here, W , D and L are computed in the nonlinear feature space.

Similar to Sφ
W , we simplify the between-class scatter Sφ

B as follows

Sφ
B =

C∑
i,j=1

(P T
φ φ(mi)− P T

φ φ(mj))
2w′

ij

= 2P T
φ (

C∑
i=1

φ(mi)D
′
iiφ(mi)

T −
C∑

i,j=1

φ(mi)w
′
ijφ(mj)

T )Pφ

= 2P T
φ φ(M)L′φ(M)T Pφ (7)

mφ
i = P T

φ φ(mi)/Ni is the mean projection sample of the ith class where φ(mi) is the mean of the

mapped data. w′
ij is the between-class weight coefficient of class i and j class . If mφ

i and mφ
j are

the k-nearest neighbors, w′
ij is computed by

w′
ij = exp (−‖φ(mi)− φ(mj)‖2/t′) (8)

w′
ij can also be simplified as w′

ij = 1 if mi and mj are the k-nearest neighbors. Parameter t′ is a

suitable constant set to the average of ‖mφ
i −mφ

j ‖
2
. The purpose of defining w′

ij is to make the two
classes which are ’close’ in high-dimensional feature space F , become ’far’ in the low-dimensional
KSDLPP subspace. D′

ii =
∑

j w′
ij is a C × C dimensional diagonal matrix and L′ = D′ −W ′ is

the between-class Laplacian matrix in nonlinear space.

As the linear transformation Pφ should lie in the span of φ(x1), φ(x2), . . . , φ(xn), there exists a
coefficient vector a = [a1, a2, . . . , an]T that satisfies Pφ =

∑n
i=1 aiφ(xi) = φ(X)A. Hence, we can

reformulate Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) with the following two equations

Sφ
W = 2P T

φ φ(X)Lφ(X)T Pφ

= 2AT φ(X)T φ(X)Lφ(X)T φ(X)A

= 2AT KW LKT
W A (9)

Sφ
B = 2P T

φ φ(M)L′φ(M)T Pφ

= 2AT φ(X)T φ(M)L′φ(M)T φ(X)A

= 2AT KBL′KT
BA (10)

Then objective function of the KSDLPP algorithm is equivalent to

Jk(A) = argmax(AT (KBL′KT
B − kKW LKT

W )A) (11)

With the constraint condition of ‖A‖ = I, maximizing Eq.(11) can be converted to the
generalized eiguevalue problem as the following equation using Lagrange function L(A, λ) =
Jk(A)− λ(‖A‖ − 1).

(KBL′KT
B − kKW LKT

W )A = λA (12)

Now, the problem of KSDLPP is equivalent to finding the leading eigenvectors of matrix
KBL′KT

B − kKW LKT
W . As matrix inverse computation that generally brings singularity prob-

lem to image recognition is not included, the KSDLPP algorithm can be directly applied to
image recognition without KPCA preprocessing step.
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4 Experiment and results

The proposed KSDLPP method is performed on pubic ORL and Yale face databases and PolyU
palmprint database. We also compared KSDLPP with LPP, DLPP, KLPP and SKLPP. In feature
extraction step, the feature dimension after preprocessing should be smaller than the number of
training samples N . d1 and d2 denote the feature dimension of preprocessing subspace and final
embedded subspace respectively. Another problem is the selection of kernel function which is very
important for the nonlinear methods. Here, we choose the radial basis kernel function for each
nonlinear method. The last aspect is about the weight coefficient of the neighborhood graph.
Both ”binary” mode and ”heatkernel” mode are used in the experiment. The detail mode in
the experiment is mainly decided by the given database and detail subspace method. In feature
classification step, the nearest neighbor rule in L2 norm distance is employed.

4.1 Experiment databases

The ORL face database [14] contains images from 40 individuals and each person provides 10
different images under various facial expressions and facial details. The Yale face database [15]
contains 15 objects with each object having 11 different images. Both facial expressions and light-
ing variations exist in the Yale database. In our experiments, each face image was automatically
cropped and normalized to a resolution of 100 × 128 . All of the normalized images are then
resized to 32× 32 pixels for computational efficiency. Part of images in ORL and Yale database
are given in Fig.1, where the first row belongs to ORL and the second row is from Yale database.

Fig. 1: Sample images in ORL and Yale database

The PolyU palmprint database [16] contains 7752 grayscale images corresponding to 386 differ-
ent palms. About twenty samples from each of these palms were collected in two sessions, where
about 10 samples were captured in each session. Our experiment is tested on a subset of the
PolyU database. This subset consists of 1000 images form 100 palms. Five images of each palm
belong to the first session and the remaining five images are from the second session. The central
part of each original image was automatically cropped and resized to 32× 32 pixels. Fig.2 shows
some cropped sample images of two palms.

Fig. 2: Sample images in PolyU palmprint database
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4.2 Experiment results

For each database, we randomly chose 4 sample images of each subject to forming the training set
and take the rest samples as the testing set. Two tests are arranged in our experiment. The first
test is to obtain recognition accuracy under the condition of preprocessing dimension d1 being
set to N − 1 in the sense of reconstruction error. Fig.3 shows the recognition rate versus feature
dimension(FD) for each algorithm obtained on three databases.

(a) Result on ORL database (b) Result on Yale database (c) Result on PolyU database

Fig. 3: Comparative experiment results obtained on three public databases
by each approach when preprocessing dimension is set to N − 1

On two face databases, LPP achieves the recognition accuracies of 90.83% on ORL database
and 74.29% on Yale database, which are slightly higher than KLPP’s. The recognition accuracies
obtained by DLPP, SKLPP are 95.00%, 95.00% on ORL database and 91.43%, 92.38% on Yale
database, respectively. Recognition accuracies for KSDLPP are 97.5% and 93.33%, which are
higher than scores of DLPP and SKLPP. On the PolyU database, three supervised methods
also outperform LPP and KLPP. If the feature number smaller than 200, there is no significant
difference between DLPP and KSDLPP. When using more feature number, KSDLPP can obtain
higher recognition rate. In the test, since no preprocessing step is applied and more discriminant
information is preserved, KSDLPP achieves its top recognition accuracy (TRA) and outperforms
the other two supervised algorithms.

In the second test, varied d1 was used to achieve the top recognition accuracy and determine
corresponding subspace feature dimension d2. Note that the best choice of the dimension d1

for the top recognition accuracy must be obtained through experiment results. Fig.4 shows the
relationship between recognition rate and feature dimension under the condition of using the best
preprocessing dimension d1. Table1 shows the comparative result of top recognition accuracy for
each algorithm. In this test, KLPP outperforms LPP on ORL face database and PolyU palmprint
database while performs slightly worse than LPP on Yale face database, which is different from the
result of test one. For three supervised methods, KSDLPP achieves the best performance on ORL
database than other methods. These are no significant differences of top recognition accuracy
and corresponding subspace feature dimension on Yale database. But note that recognition score
got by KSDLPP is more stable when the subspace feature dimension varied from the 12 to 50.
On PolyU database, DLPP, SKLPP and KSDLPP obtain their top recognition rate of 91.33%,
90.33% and 94%, with corresponding subspace dimensions of 27, 30 and 394. KSDLPP is slightly
worse than DLPP and SKLPP when subspace feature dimension is around 27.

Recognition rates obtained by KSDLPP using varied k value are also given in Table1. The choice
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(a) Result on ORL database (b) Result on Yale database (c) Result on PolyU database

Fig. 4: Top recognition accuracies obtained by each approach on three public databases

Table 1: Recognition performance results with corresponding subspace dimensions for test two
ORL Yale PolyU

measures
TRA(%) FD d2/(d1 or k) TRA(%) FD d2/(d1 or k) TRA(%) FD d2/(d1 or k)

LPP 92.50 47/50 76.19 45/45 83.17 50/50
KLPP 94.17 43/50 78.10 45/50 85.00 40/40
DLPP 96.25 20/70 92.38 14/40 91.33 27/40
SKLPP 96.25 26/60 92.38 14/35 90.33 30/50

89.58 29(k = 1) 79.05 40(k = 10) 85.33 336(k = 1)
90.00 26(k = 10) 85.71 43(k = 100) 87.67 392(k = 5)
95.83 106(k = 100) 89.52 36(k = 1000) 94.00 394(k = 10)

KSDLPP
97.50 120(k = 500) 91.43 16(k = 5000) 91.67 392(k = 50)
97.08 96(k = 1000) 93.33 14(k = 10000) 90.00 394(k = 100)

of k mainly depends on the variations of training samples. ORL is a relatively easy face database
with relatively small variations among face images from the same class while Yale’s samples have
large variations. For PolyU palmprint database, images from same class have little difference
while from different class have large variations. If sample images from the same class have small
variations or samples from different class have large variations, the best k should be small, which
means the between-class distance is more important for the image classification. Otherwise, if the
best k is large, we think samples from same class have large variations and within-class distance
should play the key role for classification. Especially, when k → ∞, KSDLPP is indeed the
approximate of SKLPP.

5 Conclusions

In the paper, a novel nonlinear subspace analysis approach named KSDLPP is proposed. KS-
DLPP can present complex nonlinear construction of image data and provide better classification
performance by considering more discriminate information of training data. KSDLPP also avoids
the singularity problem of the high-dimension matrix, so it can be directly applied to image recog-
nition. As less important information lost, KSDLPP can provide a more accurate approximation
of the original image. Experiment results on public face and palmprint databases also prove the
effective recognition performance of the proposed KSDLPP approach.
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